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About This Game

In space no one can hear you KREEP...

Operation KREEP is a two-dimensional top-down couch co-op multiplayer action game. An extraterrestrial organism threatens
deep space exploration missions! Only trained personnel working as a team can eliminate these infestations. But, the corporation

financing the space endeavor has a private mail for you:
Cold hard cash for the alien alive!

Which side will you choose?

Features:

Engage in a frantic local multiplayer action game (offline 1-4)

Play single player matches against AI agents

Fight in a dozen of arenas and pick from multiple player skins

Try out various game rule mutators to take part in hilarious matches
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Decide, with or against your friends?!

Both keyboard and controller support
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operation kreep

So I've decided to give this a try, a little sleeper game I found quite by accident. I was pleasantly surprised by the graphics, it's
exactly the peaceful type of setting I need at nights, with some interesting survival aspects. It meets my requirements for a game,
to wit, that I finished the game session with a smile and looking forward to return at the next opportunity.

It's rather simple in approach but that's expected of an early alpha. Most of the key binds are intuitive for those who play wasd
type games. What really sold me on trying this, though, was noticing a quick response and patch by the dev following a
suggestion\/critique by a player. That kind of response helps me believe a game will surpass whatever issues I find with it.

A few minor things I found so far that could be improved: E for an action key bind should probably be listed in the keystroke
splash screen you can call up. It's not that intuitive- I tried mouse clicks before looking on the dev-created guide for the keybind.
Should be an easy fix. Also, on early game at least, the night is long, dark and boring; I was left to stand there waiting for
daylight. Sure I can make a torch, but why not provide a mechanic for passing a night (even with the danger of waking to a
random encounter?). A sleeping bag perhaps that you can lay on?

Liking it so far. I'll update this review after I have more hours in..  When I play this game I feel like consuming sulfur acid .
ENGLISH:
This is a very nice game, it has many Metal Slug references but level design is much more Megaman.

Many weapons are avaiable, such as SMG, shotgun, assault rifle, sniper rifle and even a bazooka, you can hold two weapons at
the same time. You carry some granades too.

B1 vehicle is very nice, you can just hold the button and kill'em all, makes me feel good.

Pixelart is good and make good action mood.

Weapon reload feature is a bit odd, but with some deaths you can understand it.

The great positive point of the game: BOSS FIGHTS
There are MANY unique bosses, I was able to kill about 10 of them, each one with their own mechanics.

It is a very funny game. Congratulations.

PORTUGUESE:
Este \u00e9 um jogo muito bom, tem muitas refer\u00eancias ao Metal Slug, mas o level design \u00e9 muito mais cara de
Megaman.

Muitas armas est\u00e3o dispon\u00edveis, como SMG, espingarda, rifle de assalto, sniper e at\u00e9 mesmo bazuca,
voc\u00ea pode carregar duas armas ao mesmo tempo. Voc\u00ea tamb\u00e9m carrega algumas granadas.

O ve\u00edculo B1 \u00e9 muito doido, voc\u00ea pode apenas segurar o bot\u00e3o e matar todos os inimigos, bem divertido.

A arte \u00e9 massa! Cria um bom ambiente de a\u00e7\u00e3o.

A recarga de arma \u00e9 um pouco estranho, mas com algumas mortes voc\u00ea pega o jeito.

O grande ponto positivo do jogo: BOSS FIGHTS

Tem MUITOS chefes \u00fanicos, eu consegui matar cerca de 10 deles, cada um com suas mec\u00e2nicas pr\u00f3prias.

\u00c9 um jogo muito divertido. Parab\u00e9ns.. Ok game i guess but this game needs to be more accurate in terms of physics
and i believe that this needs more aircraft, possibly an f22 or even an f35! But i kind of got bored. This also needs better
textures, like the runway. pretty good game even with the bots! Lastly i think this could use a campaign! I think that this would
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make Sky Knight a spicy and great game!. Great Base Building\/Item Hoarding\/Zombie Killing Game. Like a fine wine, time
has brought constant improvement. Devs are still working on it and dont plan on giving up
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Unpolished Tropico clone.. Do you like war.. CUS THIS IS WAR. Dont even bother trying to find "good" sides of game. If you
want post apocalyptic game and some buggy @#! go some place else.. Really Good But one scenario that's really difficult and
need to have a brain to work it out! the 75 min one! reagardless how clever you are there is not enough time within the 75 min to
complete it i've scored 256 points top score even though less than 3 mins late to complete besides everything else all other
scenarios are brilliant! regardless to this one problem (hope for an update)? To ammend! I'd still give it 9\/10 ! well just been
informed that it can be done within the time spec so obviously try, try again! Well i've got to say everything prior I have said is
to the contrary incorrect i've completed it with a 1000 points and it does push you to the test I now give it 12\/10 just for how
difficult it really is! but finished it by 10 mins early!. ENGLISH&TURKISH REVIEW (Turkish review is in the comments)

Great concept, multiple regional units for both sides, strong medieval atmosphere. Makes you feel like Saladin or a crusader if
you are on the wrong side of things... But it does not really matter, because you can not get past first battle of either scenario. It
just crashes. This game crashes more than the Bandicoot himself...

All jokes aside, this game and Paradox in general is the real JOKE! Why? All they seem to care about is the DLC'n now. Where
is that great Paradox these days? Yeah games are still solid but not fixing a well-known bug that makes playing the game
impossible, is unacceptible. I am still a devoted fan of Paradox games and i buy every one of then (on sale though but does it
really matter?). But this one really pisses me of, because as much as it seems like a bad imitation of Medieval Total War, it does
have a unique character as a game. For a hardcore paradox and strategy fan, this game could have been a no-brainer.

I am very dissappointed that i have to downgrade this great concept and not have fun out of it. If they somehow decide to solve
this problem, i'd be glad to buy this back and liberate the holy lands!
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